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Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.
Leonardo da Vinci
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Auro is everything a motion detector should be: 
small, fast and almost invisible. When mounted in 
the ceiling, the innovative flat design makes Auro 
completely blend in. Only requiring an opening of  
43 mm, it is very easy to install.

Auro has a built-in light sensor for light dependent 
switching, dimming and controlling scenes and can 
even behave di!erently during day or night.

The internal temperature sensor discretely reports the 
room temperature to the home automation system 
while it can also be used to trigger a heat alarm in case 
of an abnormal temperature rise. 

With a vertical detection angle of 90° it has a detection 
area with a diameter of 5 m when installed at a height 
of 2.5 m, making it perfect for hallways, toilets and 
small rooms.

auro motion detector
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true size

43 mm

52 mm

1 
m

m

360°

90°
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- completely flat design
- visible diameter 52 mm
- visible thickness 1 mm
- 360° range horizontal
- 90° range vertical
- integrated LED feedback
- integrated LED nightlight
- integrated day and night mode
- integrated temperature sensor
- available in white and black
- integrated lux sensor (only white version)

auro collection 

0180-02 white 0180-03 black
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Auro is typically installed in ceilings, but there are also 
numerous applications where it is useful to have a motion 
detector in your wall: think near stairway cases where you 
have an open ceiling, in a hallway or next to the bed.

The optional wall cover lets Auro blend in, as it shares the 
same form factor and high-end finishes as our exclusive 
switches, thermostats and sockets.

For a full wall mounted solution, you combine the Auro 
motion sensor with an adapter and a cover from the 
aluminium, classic or fer forgé finish collection.

auro 
wall version

or

0181 - 91 0181- colour code/finish0180-02 white

0180-03 black

++
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Who ever said that pleasure wasn’t functional?
Charles Eames
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basalte bvba
hundelgemsesteenweg 1a
9820 merelbeke
belgium
t +32(0)9 385 78 38 

www.basalte.be
info@basalte.be

© basalte 2017

basalte is a registered trademark of basalte bvba. Handmade in Belgium.

Pictures shown are indicative only. The actual finishes can have a di!erent surface aspect.

Some project pictures are shown from: Architecten Anja Vissers, ClicHome, Harris Grant, Smarthouser.
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